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OUR
VISION
Transform Indonesia
into the 'Mecca' of
Muslim Fashion

O' Children of Adam! We have indeed sent
down to you clothing to cover your private
parts and as an adornment (clothing); and the
clothing of piety (Takwa), that is better. This is
one of the Signs of Allah that you may
deliberate. (Q.S. Al-Araf 26)

To become the center of the
growing and developing Muslim
fashion SME business network in
an effort to make Indonesia the
‘Mecca’ of the world’s Muslim
fashion industry and education.
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Evolving into the
Muslim Fashion
business incubator of
Indonesia
Cultivating the future young
talents and fashionpreneurs of
Muslim fashion industry. IFI
aspires to guide newcomers in
fashion design and business and
help them grow.
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About Us
The Islamic Fashion Institute (IFI)
est. 2015
The Islamic Fashion Institute (IFI) was founded and supervised by 3 seasoned,
renowned designers of Indonesia, namely Irna Mutiara, Nuniek Mawardi, and
Deden Siswanto since 2015. IFI is the first Muslim fashion school in Indonesia that
has referred to the Indonesian National Work Competency Standards (SKKNI), while
holding on to the Islamic rules and principles. IFI’s curriculum is designed so that it
could be implemented into the Muslim fashion design teachings, social skills, as
well as the business acumen aspects of Muslim fashion.
IFI is expected to educate and prepare future talented Muslim fashion designers,
fashionpreneurs, and fashion brand owners who have both the hard and soft
competences such as emotional, intellectual, and moral intelligence (“akhlaqul
kariman”) as mandated in the Islamic rules and principles. Over the years, the
number of students who want to join IFI keeps increasing as the people's interests
in learning Muslim fashion skills and knowledge are getting bigger.
Our vision and mission to cultivate new talents in the world of Muslim fashion
industry have garnered quite a few international partnerships and collaborations
every time as well. This prompts IFI to keep on growing to be the center of Muslim
fashion education that guides students on how to become competitive and creative
Muslim fashion practitioners. and designers.
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Skill Program

Basic Program

Regular Program

Our ‘Skill Program’ is specifically designed to
cater for you who wants to take short and
specific courses based on your personal needs
and passions. Pick one that matches you or
customize your own courses as you desire.

Make the most of our courses to become an
excellent Muslim fashion practitioner and
designer with IFI’s ‘Basic Program’ including
how to become a competent fashionpreneur.

This intensive 1-year program is made just for
you if you are looking for a complete package
deal to learn Muslim fashion and fashion
design. Here, you’ll learn all you need to know
about fashion.

OUR PROGRAMS
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Skill Program
Type: Short Course (fast
program; pick one/customize)
Tuition Fee: IDR 2.000.000
(including admission & exam
fees)
Course Duration:
- 5 class meetings
- 4 hour duration/class

Sketching 1
Sketching 2
Mix & Match
Explore iPad
Story Telling
Sewing

Our ‘Skill Program’ is specifically designed to cater for you who
wants to take short and specific courses based on your
personal needs and passions. Pick one that matches you or
customize your own courses as you desire.
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Sketching 1

Sketching 2

Mix & Match

In this ‘Sketching 1’ course, you will be exposed to the
fundamentals of sketching techniques for Muslim
fashion and garment designs. This intensive course fits
anybody of all skill levels; whether you are new to
fashion design and illustration, or if you are a young
professional, ready to enhance your skills better.

In this ‘Sketching 2’ course, you will learn and gain an
advance set of skills on fashion illustration techniques such
as: how to sketch a collection, technical drawing, and
pattern-making. This course would enable you to get
vocational industry skills especially in developing concepts
and how to turn your ideas into sketches.

In this course, you will learn how to ‘mix and match’
materials for your collection through technical
knowledge about textile and textile materials.

You Will Learn:
Complete guide and modules to help you gain the
basic skill set for a fashion design illustration.
How to create and curate an Inspiration Mood Board
as a baseline for your own personalized fashion
collection sketch.
Learn the fundamentals of color patterns and start
mixing and matching colors on a sketch.

You Will Learn:
How to create a collection sketch with the core fashion
illustration skills that internalize your own ideas,
creativity, and uniqueness.
Complete guide and modules to learn fashion technical
drawing. The so-called ‘fashion blueprint’ is needed for
detailed garment measurements to turn your designs
into actual fashion and apparel products.
Learn the fundamental core skills of pattern-making.

You Will Learn:
The introduction to textures and clothing fibers.
How to compose engaging and effective fashion
story-telling based on available materials.
Create a ‘new look’ by mixing and matching
available clothes/fabrics.
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Explore iPad

Story Telling

Sewing

This intensive course is perfect for first-time iPad users
who want to learn how to start digital fashion drawing
techniques. Digital fashion illustration is now widely used
in fashion and creative industry. Learning it would
certainly prep you to become a more competitive
designer and fashion illustrator. Explore the tools you
need with iPad to sketch your designs and collection.

Cultivate your fashion communication skills through story
telling. In this course, our experienced instructors would help
you tell your inspirations of your collection through both
written and oral forms. The course will enable you to
properly explain your collection thoroughly, down to the
theme and everything about your collection to prepare you
in advertising your fashion brand/product in the future.

With this course, the instructors will help you navigate
through an important core competence in fashion
industry which is how to sew to turn your designs and
materials into a ready-to-wear final product.

You Will Learn:
Clear instructions to help you navigate through iPad
design software’s interface and how to use specific
tools for fashion sketching and drawing.
Learn the fundamentals of color patterns and start
mixing and matching colors on a sketch using iPad.
How to create collection sketches, technical drawing,
and patterns with iPad drawing software and tools.

You Will Learn:
Fashion communication with storytelling to get your
ideas, thoughts, and inspirations about your collection
accross
How to engage people with attractive and eloquent
manner of speech and presentation.
Learn
how
to
convey
and
depict
your
designs/collection’s concept for a press conference.

You Will Learn:
Basic sewing techniques and finishing methods,
including: the introduction to sewing tools, how to
measure materials, and introduction to various types
of seam allowance (‘kampuh’).
How to operate sewing machine and other sewing
tools.
Learn how to sew available patterns
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Basic Program
Type: Single Intensive Course (3
months; pick one/customize)
Tuition Fee: IDR 20.000.000
(including admission & exam
fees)
Course Duration:
- 36 class meetings (3 months)
- 4 hour duration/class

My Style
Fashion Business
My Collection
Sewing & Pattern
Branding

Make the most of our courses to become an excellent Muslim fashion practitioner
and designer with IFI’s 'Basic Program'. Our instructors will be there for you on your
journey to become a competent fashion designer, fashionpreneur, and/or fashion
brand owner. An exciting program, equipped with a complete set of modules you can
complete in just 3 months. Pick one of the available courses or match them as you
prefer.
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My Style

Fashion Business

My Collection

In this course, you will be introduced to a set of modest
fashion’s core knowledge and essential skills such as: the
Islamic rules of fashion, history of fashion, sketching, and
making collection. Get the best personal learning
experience with IFI's instructors who are also experts in
Muslim fashion industry.

Learn the importance of and how to become a successful
Muslim fashionpreneur/brand owner with IFI’s carefully
designed fashion business modules. Explore and discover
how the fashion’s creative angle meets business and
marketing spectrums to prepare you create a personal,
valuable branding with competitive edge.
You Will Learn:
How to properly plan and execute market research for
modest/Muslim fashion industry and business.
How to devise robust and innovative Muslim fashion
business strategy, thoughtfully and creatively.
The basics of and how to conduct the Business Model
Canvas (BMC).
The fundamentals of how to kickstart the Muslim fashion
business.
How to prepare and do a product presentation.

This exciting course will jumpstart your Muslim fashion
designing career through specific, practical skill set.
Practice making your own collection and organize events
to showcase your designs, ideas, and final product in a
structured, aesthetic, and interesting manner.

You Will Learn:
The introduction to core Islamic rules and principles
about Muslim fashion and clothing.
Understand the background and history of fashion.
How to sketch Muslim fashion designs and clothing.
How to make 2-3 individual collections for photo
shoots.
How to create an attractive product catalog.

You Will Learn:
How to create a Muslim clothing and design
collection for a final exam.
Fashion show and photo shoots preparation.
How to create an installation.
How to own and walk the runway.
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Sewing &
Pattern
With this course, the instructors will help you navigate through the all
around important core competence in fashion industry you must harness
which is: how to sew. With IFI, you will learn how to turn your designs and
materials into a ready-to-wear final product.
You Will Learn:
Basic sewing techniques and finishing methods, including: the
introduction to sewing tools, how to measure materials, and
introduction to various types of seam allowance (‘kampuh’).
How to operate sewing machine and other sewing tools.
Learn how to sew available patterns

Fashion is more than just designing pretty clothes. Establish your
presence in the Muslim fashion industry by creating a personal,
innovative branding of your collection. Understand your target
consumers to develop the best fashion marketing strategy for your
brand.
You Will Learn:
How to know and understand your targeted consumers more
closely and personally.
How to do a Muslim fashion market and consumers behavior
research.
Build and develop a robust Muslim fashion marketing strategy
based on a specific market target.

Branding
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Regular Program
Type: 1st Diploma Certificate
(D1; full 1 year program)

Stage 1: Fashion Stylist

Tuition Fee: IDR 60.000.000
Admission Fee: IDR 1.000.000
Final Exam Fee: IDR 10.000.000

Stage 2: Fashion PR &
Marketing

Program Duration:
- 1 year intensive classes
- 4 class meetings/week
- 4hour duration/class

Stage 3: Concept Design
English Class

Still confused what course you gotta choose? Fret no longer! This intensive 1-year program is
made just for you if you are looking for a complete package deal to learn about Muslim fashion
and fashion design. Here, you’ll learn all you need to know about fashion, such as: how to
become a fashion stylist and designer, fashion PR and marketing, and concept design. IFI’s
instructors would prepare you to become a certified, competent Muslim fashion designer who
is always ready at the face of change.
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Stage 1:
Fashion
Stylist
A crème de la crème fashion stylist and designer needs to harness
the must-have abilities in preparing a stunning fashion show and
creating a collection. Our instructors will help you transform as a
Muslim fashion designer with a practical mind and artistic flare
through IFI’s ‘Fashion Stylist’ course and modules.
You Will Learn:
Fashion show as well as photoshoot and social media
preparations.
The basic sketching, color combinations, fashion research, and
basic mood boards.
How to create unique fashion icons in the Muslim fashion
industry.
Duration: 3 months

In this course, IFI’s instructors will guide you to market and advertise your brand
and products through personal and intensive teaching method. Garner the
essential business acumen in the ‘Fashion PR and Marketing’ course to build a
good branding for your collection.
You Will Learn:
How to do creative promotions through various media including social
media.
Learn the history of traditional/contemporary fashion modes, textile
knowledge, fashion marketing, and product knowledge.
How to conduct market research and study on global Muslim fashion mode.
Learn digital sketching and drawing as well as a basic portfolio-making.
A business course in Singapore for 4 days (including hotel + ticket
accommodation).
Duration: 3 months

Stage 2:
Fashion PR
&
Marketing
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Stage 3:
Concept
Design
Explore the world of Muslim fashion designs and industry through
the fundamentals of concept designs.
You Will Learn:
The key concepts of Muslim fashion designs and experiment
with various fabrics and techniques.
How to create a Muslim fashion illustration, draping, and pattern
drafting.
Learn the history of fashion.
Guided in the fashion-making planning stage based on
individual style.
How to plan and prepare for Fashion Shows.
Duration: 3 months

This course is meant to be channeled for observation at renowned fashion brands.
This course will prepare you the proper conduct on doing eloquent and professional
English presentation about your collection as well as other necessary techniques for
you to master to become a stellar Muslim fashion designer who’s ready to go global.
You Will Learn:
The introduction of the course in opening presentation
Job Roles, Opening Presentation
Trends, Fashion Rules
Outlining Presentation
Illustration Techniques
Presentation Storyline
Color & Value, Sketching, Preparing Presentation Slides
Fiber and Structure, Processing & Care Instruction, Transition Signals
Pattern Equipment and Pieces, Measurement and Specification. Gesture in
Presentation.
Duration: 3 months

English Class

THE ISLAMIC FASHION INSTITUTE
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Irna Mutiara

Deden Siswanto

Nuniek Mawardi

"The beauty of fashion is when all those rules
apply whereas the quality, faith, honor, and
respect lies within."

"Be the next Muslim fashion icon."

"We create a successful practitioner in Muslim
fashion creative industry by maximizing
structured skills and ideas, aspiration and
motivation to innovate yet still incorporating
the Muslim fashion principles into an art
piece."

Meet the Founders
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Irna Mutiara

Jl. Burangrang No.
no. 40
40,Bandung
Bandung
Kemang Square (Taman Cafe Kemang), 3rd floor,
floor unit
Unit13U
13U(+62
(+6221
217179
717947
4715)
15)
irnamutiara@gmail.com

2016 - now: IFC Vice-National Chairman I (Education & Research Development), Indonesian Fashion Chamber
IFC Vice-Local Chairman I (Education & Research Development), Indonesian Fashion Chamber
IFC Deputy of Business Development (International Markets), Indonesian Fashion Chamber
Member of IFC, Indonesian Fashion Chamber
2015 - now: Owner and Designer (IM&CO)
2011 - now: Expert of Indonesian Ministry of Industry
2011 - now: Trainer of IKM & UKM (SME) Development
2011 - now: Head of Hijabers Mom Community
2011 - now: Owner of Innasscarf
2011 - 2015: APPMI Treasurer
2011 - 2015: Director of PT. PIJARMODA
2005 - 2015: First Commissionaire of PT. TRIMODA UP2DATE
1995 - 1996: Fashion Designer (Post Mode)
1990 - 1995: Fashion Designer of PT. PRIMASEJATI (Brand Ld. Comp)
2015
2011
2005
1999
1990

: Winner of the Mercedes Benz, Best Modest Style Designer
: Top Designer IIFC 2011, Indonesian Islamic Fashion Consortium (IIFC)
: LRBM NOOR Magazine 2005
: Champion 2, Fashion Creative, API
: Champion 1 Muslim Fashion Design, IKIP Bandung Competition
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Deden Siswanto

Jl. Rawa Simprug IV No. 8A, Jakarta, 12220 (+62 21 7279 6851)
Jl. Sukamulya Raya No. 78, Bandung, 40163 (+62 22 2011 015)
dedensiswanto2@yahoo.com

2016 - now: IFC Vice-National Chairman V (Product Development), Indonesian Fashion Chamber
IFC Vice-Local Chairman IV (Product Development), Indonesian Fashion Chamber
IFC Deputy of Marcomm & PR (International Relationship), Indonesian Fashion Chamber
Member of IFC, Indonesian Fashion Chamber
2011 - 2015: APPMI, Vice Chairman II (Research & Development)
2009 - 2010: Menswear Collection for Fashion First, Senayan City, Jakarta
2008 - 2009: Design Consultant for Majalah MEN'S FOLIO Indonesia
2005 - 2007: Limited Edition Deden Siswanto for Ivy, Ivy Boutique, Jakarta
2003 - 2001: Head of APPMI Jawa Barat, Asosiasi Perancang Pengusaha Mode Indonesia
2000 - 2015: Member of APPMI Jawa Barat, Asosiasi Perancang Pengusaha Mode Indonesia
1995 - now : Owner of Deden Siswanto fashion label
2006, 2010
2008, 2009, 2012
2005
2001

: Bazaar Fashion Concerto, Harper's BAZAAR Indonesia Magazine
: Fashion Knights, DEWI Magazine
: "Favorite Designer 2005", DEWI Magazine
: "The Best Ten Designers", FASHION TV, Bali Fashion Week
Finalist Concours International des Jeunes Createurs de Mode Paris, DEWI
Magazine
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Nuniek Mawardi
2016 - now: IFC Local Chairman Bandung Chapter, Indonesian Fashion Chamber
IFC Vice-Local Chairman II (Intern Organization), Indonesian Fashion Chamber
Member of IFC, Indonesian Fashion Chamber
2012 - 2015: Fashion Consultant of JABAR NGAGAYA
2012 - 2015: Curator of JABAR Ngagaya
2014 - now: Fashion Designer of BeauPlay fashion label
2013
: Curator of ASEAN-AFRICAN CARNAVAL
2011 - now : Trainer of IKM and UKM Development
2000 - 2015 : Member of APPMI (Asosiasi Perancang dan Pengusaha Mode Indonesia)
2000 - 2012 : Member of IPBM (Ikatan Perancang Busana Muslim)
2008 - now : Fashion Consultant of PARAS Magazine
2007 - now : Jury of LRBM (Lomba Rancang Busana Muslim)
2007 - now : Lecturer of Maranatha Christian University, Fashion Design Diploma
2007 - now : Mentor of Maranatha Christian University, Salvation Army
1990 - now : Owner of Nuniek Mawardi fashion label
2015
2015
2011
2005
1999
1990
1990

: Originator of MURI Record (674 participants of Draping Competition Jabar Ngagaya)
: The Mercedes Benz STYLO
: Top Designer IIFC 2011, Indonesian Islamic Fashion Consortium (IIFC)
: The Best Dressed Woman, Tabloid Nyata
: Moslem Wear Design, KOWANI National Level
: Wedding Dress Design, Trophy from the Governor of West Java
: Best Dress Design, Normal University Guang XI, China

Jl. Griya Utara No. 22, Bandung, 401464 (+62 22 2017 075)
Mumtaaz Boutique Pojompongan Raya I
beaubutique@gmail.com
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Irmasari Joedawinata

Yufie Kartaatmaja

Felia Maliza

Nuniek Mawardi

Irna Mutiara
Dede Ananta

Deden Siswanto

Meet the Instructors

Marina Puspitasari
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Partnerships

artnerships

Partnerships
Partnerships
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JAPAN
IFI - TSUKAMOTO
PARTNERSHIP
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JAPAN
IFI - TOKYO MODEST
PARTNERSHIP
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AUSTRALIA
IFI - TAFE SA
PARTNERSHIP
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AUSTRALIA
RMIT UNIVERSITY
STUDY VISIT
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THANK YOU.

Contact Us:
Jl. Jendral Ahmad Yani No.390, Kebonwaru, Kec.
Batununggal, Kota Bandung, Jawa Barat 40272
+62 897-7395-630
info@islamicfashioninstitute.or.id
https://islamicfashioninstitute.or.id/

